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Annoying!. I dont get my messages. Still doing it! What should I do. Page Not FoundWe are sorry we
weren't able to find what you are looking for.You can try the following:Search Microsoft
CommunityGo to the Microsoft Community home page . Sometimes it does that and you cant do
anything but wait. Sharon Scott Im having the same problem. Special Feature 1 of 5 How much do
you tip? Do you give the garbage staff or mail/package delivery people on your route a winter
holiday tip or gift? asked by Yahoo Answers Team Special Feature 2 of 5 Fresh air, an inspiring team,
a good bossWhats important for you to succeed professionally? What factors create a good work
environment? asked by Yahoo Answers Team Special Feature 3 of 5 Share your most anticipated
launch of the year! What movie or TV show are you most excited for in 2018? asked by Yahoo
Answers Team Special Feature 4 of 5 Winter gift-giving season is upon us! Do you prefer wrapping
gifts in bags, wrapping paper, or another option? asked by Yahoo Answers Team Special Feature 5 of
5 Dog trainers everywhere- share your tips! How do you help train a puppy not to bite? asked by
Yahoo Answers Team . Treliazz Eliazz I having trouble with messeger, because I cant call my best
friend. CHRIS Facebook messenger not connecting calls. Messenger seems to be more concerned
about getting me to download all my contacts than anything else, as that is all it wants me to do.
asdkopl iPhone 5s and the messenger app isnt working. every time someone calls me and I accept
the call on messenger it says: call failed ,, dont know what to do Im going crazy over here, Facebook
not helping us , hope this issue ends soon. Restart your phone 4. Janice Richards Jamaica I am from
not get to use my mobile messenger or voice notes. Tina Keller I have reinstalled twice and
messenger still wont load. By clicking or navigating the site, you agree to allow our collection of
information on and off Facebook through cookies. kryptonstarchild Same thing keeps happening to
me. It has to be Apple, looks to be iPhones. Susan Barrick I am in the UK trying to call the USA, it
rings once and then goes quite, but shows that it is still ringing. Amanda Sitton My iPhone 7 plus can
not load Conversations. Restart your phone 4. I cant sign out anymore. Still women, does it make a
man less attractive without hair? Does a man become more attractive with hair? If the face is
attractive enough, does being bald matter? Now compare someone like Leonardo DiCaprio or Brad
Pitt. It was written in a professional manner.) it's deemed as 'spammy' or 'abusive' by Facebook's
standards. I use cellular connection and can use every feature except this. I didnt have a lapse in
service or wifi. Laurentiu Georgian Same problem bere. I sent pictures and short videos to my
sister.since last night I cant get it to open. daytoo Having prob. could it be that the linksys is not.
Sparkinman keeps shutting down, Utah. Nick Burton my secret conversations arent working.
Geraldine Benders Facebook Messenger App is glitching way too much. Matthew Gallear Got home
messaged the girlfriend then Facebook messanger would not connect with my home WiFi only thing
that fixed it was going into my router settings and turning on ivp6 which fixed my problem as it
would only connect with my mobile network connection not the WiFi which was odd. Meagan K
Warncke Same. I tried messenger one more time. Marie-Eve I cannot use voice message anymore.
tita esposo Likewise on my iPhone 7 plus. and what would you suggest? thank you. I had taken a nap
about a week or so ago and went to log back on to my account 5a02188284
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